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Abstract
The Neutron Detector (ND) is a new detector sub-system for the future GAMMA-400 space observatory. It aims to complement
the instrument’s GAMMA-400 electromagnetic calorimeter (CsI(Tl), total depth is 25.0 X0) in identifying cosmic-ray electrons
from ~ 100 MeV up to 3 TeV. Such electrons are of significant scientific interest, but their identification is complicated by the
overwhelmingly more abundant hadronic cosmic rays, hence making significant hadronic rejection power of paramount
importance. Particle showers initiated by nuclei in the GAMMA-400 calorimeter have a profile different from an electroninduced electromagnetic cascade, and the hadron rejection power deriving from this difference can be significantly enhanced by
making use of the thermal neutron activity at late (>100 ns) times relative to the start of the shower. Indeed hadron-induced
showers tend to be accompanied by significantly more neutron activity than electromagnetic showers. In the described ND for
capturing thermalized neutrons applied isotope 6Li, which is part of the scintillation screen 6LiF/ZnS(Ag). ND placed are under
the electromagnetic calorimeter. The results GEANT4 simulation of the ND shows that ND has high neutron detection efficiency.
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1. Introduction
In many physics experiments where calorimeters are employed, the requirement of an accurate energy
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measu
urement is accoompanied by the requirement of
o very high haddron-electron reejection power. Normally the llatter
requirrement is achievved by designin
ng a high-granu
ularity detector with
w sufficient depth so that th
he showers can fully
devellop. This method has many draawbacks ranging
g from the high number of elecctronic channelss to the high maass of
the deetector itself. Some of these drawbacks may in fact severelyy limit the deplooyment of such
h a detector in m
many
experriments, most notably
n
in spacce-based ones. Another methood based on thhe measurement of the numbeer of
neutro
ons outgoing frrom the calorim
meter, was first used
u
in the orbittal spectrometerr PAMELA [1].Two devices oof the
PAM
MELA spectromeeter were used in the experimeent: the calorim
meter and the ND
D. The calorim
meter is composeed of
layerss of tungsten ab
bsorber and siliccon detectors plaanes. The total depth is about 116.3 radiation leengths and abouut 0.6
interaaction length. Thhe ND is placed
d under the calo
orimeter. The siize of the ND iss 60×55×15cm3. It contains 36 3Hecountters surrounded
d by the polyeethylene moderrator ~ 9 cm thick. Howeveer, 3He-counterrs has low neuutron
registtration efficienccy dew to theirr slow responsee: time resolutioon in proportioonal mode is ~2
2 μs. When a hhighenerggy hadron interaacts inside the calorimeter, a large
l
number of
o neutrons from
m the decay of excited nucleuus are
produ
uced, while if a primary particlle is a lepton th
he number of neeutrons generateed in the photon
nuclear interacttions,
mainlly from the gian
nt resonance, is 10–20 times lo
ower. A part off these neutrons is thermalized by the polyethyylene
modeerator and deteccted by the 3He--counters. The implementation
i
n of the ND incrreases a rejectio
on factor of haddrons
from electrons with energies
e
of 20–180 GeV about ten times.
he GAMMA-4000 space observ
vatory has been
n designed for the optimal deetection of gam
mma-rays in a bbroad
Th
energgy range (from ~ 100 MeV up
p to 3 TeV), witth excellent anggular and energgy resolution. The
T observatoryy will
also allow
a
precise annd high statistic studies of the electron
e
componnent in the cosm
mic rays up to th
he multi TeV reggion,
as weell as protons and
a nuclei specctra up to the knee
k
region. Thhe GAMMA-4000 space observ
vatory will alloow to
addreess a broad rannge of sciencee topics, like search
s
for signnatures of darkk matter, studies of Galactic and
extrag
galactic gammaa-ray sources, Galactic
G
and extrragalactic diffusse emission, gam
mma-ray bursts and charged coosmic
rays acceleration
a
and
d diffusion mecchanism up to th
he knee. The innstrument contaiins two calorim
meters CC1 and CC2
based
d on CsI(Tl) totaal depth is abou
ut 25.0 X0 or 1.2
2 Ȝ0 (Ȝ0 is nucleear interaction length) [2]. The ND is placed uunder
the caalorimeter. The size of the ND
D is 100×100×1
10cm3. The ND contribution inn the rejection factor
f
for protonns in
the GAMMA-400
G
sppace observatorry is considered
d with significanntly different nuumber of neutro
ons generated inn the
electrromagnetic and
d hadronic casccades. In cascaades, induced by
b protons, thee generation of neutrons is m
more
intenssive than in thee electromagnettic shower. Thee source of neuutrons in cascaddes, induced by electrons, conccerns
mainlly with generatiion of gamma-rrays in those cascades with eneergy close to 177 MeV. These gamma-rays,
g
in turn,
couldd generate neutrrons in the GEA
ANT4 resonancee reaction. Analyzing informattion from the ND
N placed just uunder
the

Fig. 1. The distributions of
o number of neutro
ons at the entrance of
o ND from initial(aa)electrons with Ee=
=100 GeV and (b)prrotons with Ep 2500 GeV
(the proton energy spectraal index is equal to -2.7)
[3].
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the ND.

calorimeter, it is possible to suppress protons by the factor of 400. The distributions for number of neutrons at the
entrance of ND from initial electrons and protons are shown in Fig. 1. The cutoff for the number of neutrons to
separate protons is equal to 60[3]. The efficiency of ND is not taken into account in the present simulation.
The purpose of this work was the ND construction optimization to increase neutron detection efficiency.
2. The design of the ND for the GAMMA-400
As shown in Fig. 2, the ND for GAMMA-400 consists of successive layers of hydrogenous material and
LiF/ZnS(Ag) scintillation screens (3 layers). It uses commercial scintillation screens, manufactured by
Eljen Technology and Applied Scintillation Technologies (now known as Scintacor). Scintillation screens are
optically contacts with two layers of the light guides which are made from polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) in a
100×10×1.5 cm3 size band form. There are 10 light intercepting bands in the each layer. By the scintillation the light
is register 5 SiPM with sensing surface which size is 6×6 mm2, placed on the butt of each of the bands. In sum is
used 200 SiPM, which are coupling per 5 pieces across to each other and makes 40 channels register, that gives an
opportunity to increase flow intensity of the traceable neutrons.
The first and the second layers of the light guides locate mutual perpendicular. Such ply arrangement allows
receive spatial registered neutrons distribution amount on the XZ plane on at the ND half-height. As implied by
figure on the Fig. 3, given in the article[4], the spatial neutron distribution information may have additional
application for the electron and proton showers rejection.
6

Fig. 3. The spatial registered neutrons distribution amount on the XZ plane on the XZ plane on at the ND half-height during interaction in the
calorimeter matter (a) with 400 GeV energy electron and (b) with 1000 GeV energy proton, obtained by a modeling of the GEANT4[4].
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2.1. Moderator and neutron reflector
Moderator and neutron reflector layers are 3-cm and 4-cm thick respectively and both consist of high-density
polyethylene. Optimal thicknesses were chosen by numerical simulation method, which is described in the section 3.
2.2. Scintillation screen
6

LiF/ZnS(Ag) scintillation screens using in the ND construction for the GAMMA-400 was proposed in the
article[5]. The ZnS(Ag) scintillator doped with 6LiF is a thermal neutron convertor. The lithium is enriched in 6Li to
a minimum of 95 atom %. Scintillation screen consisting of a homogeneous matrix of fine particles 6LiF and
ZnS(Ag), compactly dispersed in a colorless binder.
Properties commercially scintillation screens are shown in the Table 1.
Table 1. Properties commercially scintillation screens.
6
6
LiF:ZnS mix
Li isotope estimated
ʋ
Type scintillation
ration by weight
atomic volume
screens
density,
atoms/ccx1021
1
EJ-426-0
1:3
8.81
2
EJ-426-0
1:3
8.81
3
EJ-426HD2
1:2
13.9
4
EJ-426HD2
1:2
13.9
5
AST
1:4
7.77
6
AST
1:4
7.77
7
AST
1:2
12.9
8
AST
1:2
12.9

Thickness,
mm

Estimated thermal
neutron capture
efficiency, %

0.32
0.50
0.32
0.50
0.25
0.45
0.25
0.45

23
34
34
48
17
28
26
42

Neutrons are detected by the following neutron reaction:
n + 6Li ĺ Į + 3H + 4.78 MeV,

(1)

with a cross section of 941 barns for 0.025 eV neutrons, where kinetic energy of the Į particle is 2.05 MeV, the
kinetic energy of 3H particle is 2.73 MeV. The resulting triton and alpha particle are detected by ZnS(Ag) phosphor
with the broad blue fluorescent spectrum with wavelength of maximum emission 450 nm shown on Fig.4(a) and
Fig. 4(b) (black color dotted line). Each stopped thermal neutron will liberate 1.75×105 photons. The decay time of
the prompt scintillation component is 0.2 ȝs.
2.3. Light guides and registration light
The ND applies using the 1.5-cm thick light guides 100×10 cm2 made from PMMA. The thickness of these
guides was determined by the numerical simulation described in the section 3.The ND contains20 light guides. At
the ends of each light guide with 10×1.5cm2 section ten SiPMs (SensL MicroFC-60035-SMT, sensor active area
6×6 mm2) were placed (400 SiPM total).
In considering the graphics in the Fig. 4a we can learn, that SiPMs is are more effective compared to PMTs.
There are~ 1.6 times more photoelectrons produced when using SiPMs over PMTs, because of the higher quantum
efficiency and better cross-section with the emitting spectrum of the scintillator ZnS(Ag). Wavelength shifting
plastics (WLSP) can be effectively used as a light guide material.
The green-emitting WLSP, for example, EJ-280 is ideal for shifting the emission spectra of common blue
scintillators. The most common use for green WLSP is in the form of long narrow bars air-coupled to blue
scintillators arrayed either in flat planes or in stacks. The bars provide a compact means of light collection. The
green light is effectively turned 90° as a result of the isotropic re-emission, and is transmitted by total internal
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reflection to phototubes at both ends of the bar to achieve a highly uniform light collection. While there is a typical
75% loss of signal amplitude in these systems, they can provide advantages over conventional light collection
methods. The quantum efficiency of the fluorescent dopant in EJ-280 is 0.86, and its decay time under laser
excitation is 8.5 ns. The plots on the Fig. 4b confirms the WLSP using efficiency in the optical light guide for a light
collecting scintillation ZnS(Ag). Optical light guide efficiency from WLSP increases light collecting[6]. Also, as
can be seen from the Fig. 4c, SiPMs produce ~2.3 times more photoelectrons than PMTs.

Fig. 4. (a) the emitting spectrum of the scintillator ZnS(Ag) and (b) spectral response curves of PMT & SiPM, and spectrum of the scintillator
ZnS(Ag) and the absorbing & emitting spectra of the WLSP; (c) spectral response curves of PMT & SiPM and emitting spectra of WLSP.

3. GEANT4 simulation and results
GEANT4 software toolkit is used for simulation and the Monte Carlo calculations of the neutron absorption
efficiency of ND. The detection efficiencies obtained would be dependent on the efficiency of optical coupling to
the photosensor: SiPM or PMT. These detectors may be viewed directly with photosensors or indirectly by means of
PMMA or green WLSP.
Neutron absorption efficiency (İa) is defined as the number of alpha-particles (NĮ) that generates in the
scintillation screens by reaction (1) divided by the number of neutron (Nn) outgoing calorimeter and cross ND:
İa=NĮ/ Nn,

(2)

Neutron detection efficiency (İd) is defined as:
İd = Ncount observed / Nn = (NĮ × P) / Nn = İa × P,

(3)

where Ncount observed — number of counts observed by the ND divided by Nn, P is the probability of a scintillation
flash caused by interaction between an alpha-particle and a scintillator multiplied by the probability of its detection
by a photodetector. In the report [7] shows the experimental measuring absolute neutron detection efficiency results
for Symetrica NNS:4000 radiation monitor. Like a ND, it contains the light guide and two 6LiF/ZnS(Ag)
scintillation screens. On the basis of absolute neutron detection efficiency and received GEANT4 simulation İa
comparison it was defined, that P§0.5.
In the electromagnetic cascade neutrons result from photonuclear reactions of the secondary gamma-rays with
nuclei of medium and the collapse of the nuclei at hadron interactions. In interactions of high-energy hadrons with
nuclei of medium (especially with heavy nuclei), along with charged particles, there is produced a great quantity of
neutrons. In considering the kinematics of such interactions, one can select in a first approximation three basic
regions of production of particles. The first is connected with fragmentation of an incident nucleus with production
of neutrons in a narrow forward cone along the beam with energies, that are close to the energy of a projectile
particle that is reduced by one nucleon.
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Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the ND 100×100×10 cm3 that were used in the simulation:(a) one layer scintillation screen,(b) two layer scintillation
screens, (c) three layer scintillation screens.

Here elastic and quasi-elastic interaction with charge-exchange of incident protons can be attributed. The second
region, which forms a hard neutron spectrum at large angles, is a region of intersection of colliding nuclei that is a
zone of interaction of nucleon participants of collision. Decay of the residual nucleus of a target gives a low-energy
evaporative
neutron
emission
and
presents
the
third
region
of
neutron
production.
The average energy of evaporated neutrons is ~ 2 MeV, they have an isotropic angular distribution.GEANT4
simulations shows that an energy spectrum of outgoing neutrons contains about 60% neutrons with energy < 1 MeV
for 1 TeV initial proton energy, while this value reaches 90% for 400 GeV initial electrons. Thus it could be
assumed, that an energy spectrum of outgoing neutrons could be simulated by 252Cf source spectrum with average
neutron energy of ~ 2.2 MeV. The number of incident neutrons was 106 neutrons.
In all cases plane-parallel flux of neutrons is incident to the ND, which schemes are shown in the Fig. 5.
As shown in the Fig. 6a, neutron absorption efficiency ND which encloses scintillation screen with atomic
volume density 6Li ɨɬ 7.77×1021 at/cm3 to 13.9×1021 at/cm3 increases onlywithin 6% range. Thus, it is possible to
use any king of commercial screens (listed in table 1) for the ND construction.The maximum of the ND neutron
absorption efficiency can be achieved using three layers of scintillation screens.
Fig. 6b shows that neutron absorption efficiency of a three-layered detector increases significantly within overall
light guide thickness range from 1 to 3-cm. Thus, 1.5-cm thick light guide layer is considered optimal for the ND for
GAMMA-400.
The calculated error in determining the neutron absorption efficiency on Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b is about 1%.

Fig. 6. Neutron absorption efficiency as function of 6Li atomic volume density for modeled ND: (a) with one up to three scintillation screens,
(b) with three scintillation screens and two layers of the light guides, the latter of which have overall thickness from 1-cm to 4-cm.
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Thus, the neutron absorption efficiency for the ND for GAMMA-400 equals to ~ 28% for atomic volume
densities of 6Li in range from 7.77×1021 at/cc to 13.9×1021 at/cc. Neutron detection efficiency for252Cf spectrum
equals to ~ 13% on the assumption that the density of flux of neutrons is low and the ND registers outgoing neutrons
not counting losses and light guides made of PMMA.ND operation speed impact research on the neutron detection
efficiency will be further subject of research.
4. Conclusions
The ND using commercial 6LiF/ZnS(Ag) scintillation screens has been proposed for purposes of e/h rejection
during orbital space measurements. Rejection principle is based on a number of detected moderated neutrons
produced in a calorimeter. This number differs for different types of primary particles (electrons, positrons or
protons). Second, auxiliary method of rejection is based on a spatial distribution of events in the detector plane.
The ND is predominantly made from polyethylene, it has sizes of 100×100×10cm3 and weight of 110 kg, overall
square of scintillation screens equals to 3 m2. The detector uses 200 SiPMs (sensor active area 6×6 mm2). The ND
was designed to be used as part of the GAMMA-400 space observatory.
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